Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in both men and women, and its incidence is still increasing. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for approximately 85% of all lung cancers. Despite many treatment options are available, most of NSCLC patients’ diagnoses are reached in advanced stages and their prognosis remains poor. Over the past few years, a variety of prognostic and predictive factors have been investigated in patients with NSCLC, and several prognostic models have been proposed to predict the outcome of patients with NSCLC. Nevertheless, the prognosis for patients with NSCLC remains dismal, and novel approaches are required in order to optimize patient outcomes and guide treatment decisions. Currently, an improvement in the knowledge of tumor hallmarks has underlined the important role of the immune system in the pathogenesis and progression of lung cancer. In fact, on one hand it is involved in the removal of pathogens and in the prompt resolution of inflammation related to an increased risk of lung cancer occurrence; on the other hand, the immune system is able to detect and eliminate tumor cells, recognizing tumor-specific antigens or altered molecules induced by DNA damage.

However, tumor cells can develop escape mechanisms, producing surface and soluble factors, involved in the modulation of immune-activation pathways. In particular, specific immune checkpoint factors, such as programmed death-1/programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-1/PD-L1), have been investigated in lung cancer, showing an important role in the immune cells suppressions and tumor escape. Specific PD-1 or PD-L1 immune checkpoint inhibitor agents have been developed, showing a relevant efficacy in advanced NSCLC patients and PD-L1 expression, in tumor cells and in tumor microenvironment, seems also to correlate with tumor response to some immune checkpoint inhibitors. However, the prognostic and predictive role of PD-L1 expression is still controversial, because patients with negative expression can respond to immunotherapy, as well as among patients with high tumor PD-L1 levels there are “not-responders” with poor prognosis. Nowadays, several on-going trials are evaluating the role of immunotherapy in early NSCLC stages and emerging data are showing that the immune system and immune-checkpoint inhibitors have an important role also in this setting. A recent retrospective study analysed lung adenocarcinoma tissues and their microenvironment, showing that these neoplastic lesions were enriched in TREG (regulatory T cells), non-functional T cells and have a strongly reduced CD8+ T effector, compared to normal lung tissue. Furthermore, the distinct tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) signature was characterised by significant numerical and functional reduction of tumor CD16+ natural killer (NK) cells. In addition, clusters of PD-L1+ macrophages at the tumor-invasive margins were identified, suggesting their potential contribution in tumor T cells entry and modulation and so a potential role of immunotherapy also in earlier stages NSCLC.
the basis of these evidences, several studies evaluated the expression of immune-checkpoints molecules in tumor-cells and in TIL, in order to understand their prognostic and predictive role. Cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) seems to be correlated to good prognosis whether expressed in primary tumor-cells but worse prognosis when expressed in metastatic lymph nodes (9). PD-L1 expression seems to correlate to worse prognosis in early stages NSCLC, with higher risk of lymph nodes metastases, higher percentage of TILs and higher risk of tumor relapse (10,11). Furthermore, PD-L1 expression seems not to be correlated to a survival improvement in patients with resected NSCLC, receiving adjuvant chemotherapy (12). These data suggest that immune checkpoint activation has an important prognostic role in early stages NSCLC, however the detection of a single immune-factor expression is not enough to define patient prognosis and tumor microenvironment with several other activated pathways could have a crucial role in the tumor immune response modulation and in patients’ outcome.

In a recent issue of the Oncostatinmunology, Usó et al. published a retrospective, single center analysis of the expression of 20 immune-related genes, in primary lung tumor and in adjacent noncancerous lung tissues of 178 patients with resected NSCLC, using RTqPCR. According to gene expression, patients were divided in two groups, cluster I with lower expression of analyzed genes and cluster II with higher genes expression levels, showing that patients in cluster II had a better prognosis with longer relapse free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS). Evaluating individual immune-related genes, the higher expression of IL23A, LGALS, CTLA4 and IL10 in tumor tissue was associated with a better outcome. In order to provide a more accurate prediction than a model using single genes, the authors ordered genes according to their prognostic power and created an immune checkpoint score (ICS) based on the expression of two genes, PD-1 and CTLA4, associated with longer survival. Patients with high ICS had longer RFS (82.6 vs. 23 months, P=0.009; Figure 3) and OS (NR vs. 40.4 months, P=0.008), and the prognostic role of ICS was confirmed at the multivariate analysis including also analytical and clinic-phatological variables such as lymph node involvement, KRAS status, cluster classification, individual immune gene expression (P=0.028) (13). These evidences are confirmed by a recent retrospective study that demonstrated the prognostic role of an immune signature of 25 genes, clustering patients in 3 different risk-groups and underlying that patients of high risk group presented higher neutrophil infiltration and necrosis in tumor tissues (14). Although this is a pioneering retrospective study and results should be confirmed by prospective studies, this study reinforces the idea that NSCLC patients with the activation of immune system and highest expression levels of immune-related genes had better outcomes and that ICS is a prognostic factor to take into account in the management of early-stage NSCLC patients.

In conclusion, immune system plays a crucial role in carcinogenesis and prognosis of early-stages NSCLC and immunotherapy represents an effective treatment option. The detection of ICS is important to assess early-stage NSCLC patients’ outcome and it might represent a valid item for diagnosis and therapeutic strategy of early-stages NSCLC. Furthermore, ICS based on the expression of two genes, PD-1 and CTLA4, could be useful to detect the best therapeutic approach also for end-stage NSCLC patients. In particular, it could help to determine which patients could benefit from a single immune agent, such as anti PD-1 or anti PD-L1, or those who benefit more from the combination of immune checkpoint inhibitors, such as anti CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1. In the future, the predictive role of ICS should be investigated and this approach could be integrated with other clinic-phatological variables for a better understanding of the pathogenic mechanisms underlying lung cancer and therefore used to improve patient outcomes through tailored therapy.
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